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Abstract—Demand side management (DSM) is an5
important application of the future smart grid. DSM pro-6
grams allow consumers to participate in the operation of7
the electric grid by reducing or shifting their electricity us-8
age during peak periods. Therefore, in this paper, we pro-9
pose a two-tier cloud-based DSM to control the residential10
load of customers equipped with local power generation11
and storage facilities as auxiliary sources of energy. We12
consider a power system consisting of multiple regions13
and equipped with a number of microgrids. In each re-14
gion, an edge cloud is utilized to find the optimal power15
consumption schedule for customer appliances in that re-16
gion. We propose a two-level optimization algorithm with17
a linear multilevel cost function. At the edge cloud, the18
power consumption level of local storage and the amount19
of power being demanded from both local storage facili-20
ties and power grid are scheduled by using a bi-level opti-21
mization approach. The core cloud then gathers information22
of the total demand from consumers in different Regions23
and finds the optimal power consumption schedule for each24
microgrid in the power system. Simulation results show that25
the proposed model reduces consumption cost for the cus-26
tomers and improves the power grid in terms of peak load27
and peak-to-average load ratio.28

Index Terms—Cloud computing, demand side manage-29
ment (DSM), home energy management systems (HEMS),30
optimization, power consumption scheduling.31

I. INTRODUCTION32

THE smart grid (SG) uses two-way communications to33

gather the information from different parts of a power34

network. This information is used to monitor and control the35

generation, transmission, and distribution equipment. Informa-36

tion and communications technology (ICT) is the foundation37

of many applications in the SG. By utilizing ICT capabilities,38

the SG improves the efficiency, reliability, and sustainability39

of the power grid, and it delivers many benefits including effi-40

cient transmission of electricity, quick restoration of electricity41
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after power disturbances, reduced operations and management 42

costs for utilities, low power costs for consumers, reduced peak 43

demand, increased integration of large-scale renewable energy 44

systems, better integration of customer-owner power generation 45

systems, and improved security. 46

Demand response (DR), which is one of most important appli- 47

cations of the SG, can be used in the future smart cities to inform 48

consumers about their energy usage and costs. Smart consumers 49

can make decisions autonomously about how and when to use 50

electricity. By developing the Internet of Things (IoT) tech- 51

nology, it is possible to transfer customer’s power consumption 52

information to the cloud and develop a central demand side man- 53

agement (DSM) program to control and schedule the customer’s 54

appliances centrally. Without utilizing the SG applications, it is 55

not possible to develop the smart cities. As described in [1], the 56

IoT can be used to furnish intelligent management of energy 57

distribution and consumption in heterogeneous circumstances. 58

By leveraging the IoT-based appliances, the smart customers 59

can send their optimal schedule to the utility companies. In the 60

recent years, by the growth of IoT and digital technologies, 61

smart cities have been becoming smarter than before. 62

In this paper, we propose a cloud-based DSM program that 63

schedules the power consumption by customers in different re- 64

gions and in microgrids so that both customer and utility com- 65

pany costs are optimized. There is a noticeable confluence be- 66

tween our proposed approach and the smart cities and IoTs, and 67

that is the concept of service layer abstraction. More clearly, the 68

proposed model can be implemented as an energy management 69

component of the smart city that provides consumer electricity 70

consumption management as a service. This concept defines 71

many benefits including modularity in designing smart cities 72

components and reducing the time and effort to extend the smart 73

city services. Furthermore, it is designed to run on commodity 74

hardware on a cloud computing platform, where the aggregation 75

of hardware resources provides more power than any individ- 76

ual computing box. It can be considered as a data-driven model 77

that can be further adjusted for any other utility management 78

services. Cloud-based nature of the proposed model reduces the 79

cost of computation that makes it easier for our future smart 80

cities to deploy such services in future smart cities. 81

The cloud-based DSM utilizes the processing and storage 82

resources of two-tier cloud computing consisting of the “Smart 83

Edge” and the “Core cloud,” to develop an optimal DSM. 84

In our architecture, customers are classified into different 85

regions. Each region is controlled by a “Smart Edge” cloud to 86

provide cloud computing resources at the edge of the network 87

precisely to meet low latency requirements as well as to 88
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reduce the volume of traffic that needs to traverse the network89

backbone. The core cloud performs a central optimization90

at the multiregion level. At the customer side, consumption91

information and local generation data are forwarded to an edge92

cloud for the region. The edge cloud runs an optimization93

process to find the optimal power consumption schedule for94

both user appliances and local storage. After the edge cloud95

obtains the optimal schedule for both appliances and local96

storage devices, the total optimal load schedule of each region is97

calculated and forwarded to the core cloud. The core cloud has98

the load information for each region, and it also knows the99

total stored energy in each microgrid. It can therefore perform100

a centralized optimization to schedule the resource usage in the101

microgrids so that the total multiregion cost is minimized. Our102

main motivations for proposing a cloud-based DSM program are103

as follows.104

1) The single point of failure and the distributed denial-105

of-service (DDoS) attacks from compromised nodes are106

some significant concerns in the DR programs that are107

based on master–slave architecture where the utility is108

the master and customers are slaves. Although there are109

solutions that are totally auto-reconfigurable and fault-110

tolerant [2], but DDoS attack is still a big concern in111

these approaches. By utilizing the cloud computing, the112

proposed DSM model can decrease the negative effects113

of DDoS attacks. The elastic nature of cloud comput-114

ing allows it to provide the required communication and115

computation resources, dynamically as needed especially116

when a DOS attack happens. As the proposed DSM is117

based on two-tier cloud computing, it can leverage the118

existing defense method to prevent possible DDoS at-119

tacks by rapidly provisioning resources when any attack120

happens. The cloud-based DSM model can utilize some121

popular methods against the DDoS attacks.122

2) Current energy management systems that are used by123

utilities to perform the DR programs suffer from lim-124

ited memory and storage, especially, when the number125

of customers is increased. By increasing the number of126

customers in the system, to store the customer’s data127

and run the optimization process more computation and128

storage resources are needed. In the cloud-based DSM129

solution, as the optimization program is run at the cloud130

server the memory and processing resources are always131

available. When we need more resources (due to increase132

in the number of customers or the size of optimization133

problem), the cloud server can easily use some techniques134

such as autoscaling to scale up the virtual machine and in-135

crease its resources. Increasing the number of customers136

in the optimization problem also increases the execution137

time. So, we partition the problem into two parts edge138

and core clouds which provides high scalability and fast139

response time. Together these “edge clouds” and “core140

clouds” create a multitier computing cloud. The motiva-141

tions for these edge clouds certainly apply to SGs, and so142

we explore the DSM in this multitier context. We utilize143

the high processing and storage capabilities of multitier144

cloud computing to run central optimization problems.145

3) In the decentralized DSM, the optimization problem is 146

solved by the Energy Consumption Scheduler (ECS), 147

which is usually placed in the Home Energy Management 148

System (HEMS), or smart meter, which has limited com- 149

putational and capacity powers. In the distributed DSM 150

approaches, many iterations should be performed to find 151

the optimum solution. For example, for the distributed 152

DSM program given in [3] and for a power network with 153

100 users, when the channel bit error rate is 0.01 al- 154

most 106 update messages are exchanged to converge to 155

the optimal solution. In contrast, in the proposed cloud- 156

based DSM, all necessary calculations are performed at 157

the cloud servers provided by the utility companies. It 158

means that the users do not need to spend money to buy 159

sophisticated HEMS. They just need to participate in the 160

cloud-based energy efficient programs provided by the 161

utility companies or third party to optimize their energy 162

consumption. 163

4) In DSM programs based on the game theory (such as [3], 164

[4]), customers are classified in some clusters with dif- 165

ferent members. A local communications network needs 166

to be established between all customers. The assump- 167

tion that the customers have knowledge about their own 168

and the other customers’ pay-offs is not practical. Fur- 169

thermore, techniques for solving games by using mixed 170

strategies, particularly for large pay-off matrix, are too 171

complicated. Unlike the decentralized DSM models, the 172

proposed work is based on the central optimization at the 173

cloud server. It means that the customers do not need to 174

communicate and corporate together to find the optimal 175

solution. Entire operation is performed centrally at the 176

cloud server. We just need to collect the power consump- 177

tion information from all the customers and then run the 178

optimization problem. As the central server has a global 179

view of the power system, achieving an optimized solu- 180

tion is more feasible than the decentralized approaches 181

that are based on the local information. 182

5) When the power consumption scheduling is performed in 183

the distributed fashion, security is a big challenge. In the 184

distributed DSM, customers broadcast their local optimal 185

solutions. It has been proven that data broadcasting is not 186

secure. The hackers may access the ECS data, change 187

the users’ consumption and scheduling information, and 188

broadcast fake data to other users in the same cluster. 189

Cloud computing offers a deployment architecture, with 190

the ability to address vulnerabilities recognized in the tra- 191

ditional information security. Cloud-based DSM can be 192

more secure than the decentralized DSM by using some 193

approaches such as multifactor authentication, security 194

patching, physical security, and security certifications. 195

6) Current grid technology suffers from peak loads that 196

arise from a drop in the supply or an increase in the 197

demand. It also limits the DR to static strategies, such 198

as time of use pricing and day-ahead notification based 199

on historical averages. In the proposed model, we 200

consider the photovoltaic (PV) based microgrid as an 201

auxiliary source of energy in our model and optimize it 202
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so that the customer’s cost could be minimized. Since203

microgrids are independent of the power grid, they can204

continue operating while the main grid is down. They205

can function as a grid resource for faster system response206

and recovery. Also, in the proposed model, the use of207

local sources of energy to serve local loads helps reduce208

energy losses in the transmission and distribution.209

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II,210

presents the literature review and background. In Section III,211

we explain the proposed model in detail. Section IV shows the212

simulation results that confirm the superior performance of the213

proposed model. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.214

II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND215

During past few years lot of research work has been devoted216

to DSM programs. There is now a rich literature on using opti-217

mization techniques and game theory to manage the demand at218

the customer side by minimizing the cost of power generation219

or maximizing the customers’ utility [3]–[9]. Phase change ma-220

terials (PCM) play a significant role in the future of buildings.221

PCM can be used for thermal energy storage system because222

simply it would be possible to include it into building com-223

ponents such as walls. In [10] by considering price-based and224

incentive-based DR programs, an optimized HEMS that em-225

ploys the PCM for decreasing the residential demand and cost226

has been designed. As investigated in [10], when PCM is com-227

bined with the HEMS, the battery usage is reduced as compared228

to the case without PCM. In case of using PCM, most of the229

battery energy is utilized at the peak hour where the energy230

price is high. Dusparic et al. [11] define a decentralized DR231

approach that can be used to minimize the amount of residential232

power consumption, by maximizing the utilization of the gen-233

erated power from wind energy resources. For a power system234

consisting of electric vehicles and wind renewable energy gen-235

erators, the distributed W-Learning algorithm has been utilized.236

Each customer device is controlled by an intelligent agent that237

learns how to meet multiple goals and objectives. However, this238

approach suffers from some problems. First, distributed DR is239

based on the local objective function so finding the global solu-240

tion especially when there are a lot of customers in the system is241

not possible. Second, cloud-based demand response (CDR) can242

utilize the autoscaling capabilities of cloud computing to adjust243

the necessary computation resources dynamically and provide244

more scalability and flexibility. The work in [12] for the cus-245

tomer homes with the time of use energy pricing, proposes two246

different DR and scheduling approaches including centralized247

and decentralized. In the decentralized mode, a microprocessor248

with a stand-alone algorithm is added to the smart plug (SP),249

to schedule the SPs optimally. However, adding microprocessor250

and related software to the SPs make them expensive for the251

customers. In the centralized approach, a central controller lo-252

cated at the HEMS, gathers the necessary information from the253

SPs to optimally schedule the SPs inside the home. However,254

this model does not consider the use of small power generation255

facilities and is not as broad as our model. Siano and Sarno [13]256

present a DR program considering the distribution locational257

marginal price (D-LMP) energy market. It is supposed that 258

customers can receive D-LMP price signal through the home 259

gateway. The customers can join the real-time DR program by 260

installing some specific equipment. The proposed optimization 261

tries to maximize the benefit of the consumers and minimize 262

the production cost of the producer. However, it just considers 263

the fixed and shiftable loads and does not support the optimal 264

scheduling of the local PV and microgrid in the model. 265

Recently, cloud computing has received attention for SG ap- 266

plications [14]–[16]. Most SG applications need reliable and ef- 267

ficient communications. This can be met by utilizing the cloud 268

computing based on the software-defined infrastructure [17]. As 269

investigated in [16] and [18], cloud computing brings some op- 270

portunities for SG applications. Flexible resources and services 271

shared in the network, parallel processing, and omnipresent ac- 272

cess are some features of cloud computing that are desirable for 273

SG applications. Kim et al. [19] present the architecture of CDR 274

which outperforms the previous work in terms of convergence 275

speed while keeping the same messaging overhead. 276

III. PROPOSED MODEL 277

In this section, we present our proposed power system model 278

and the cost function. 279

A. System Model 280

We assume that there are R different regions in the system. 281

In each region r, there are mr , r ∈ {1, . . . , R} customers that 282

are connected to the grid and consume energy. There are M 283

distinct microgrids in the system. Each microgrid consists of 284

distributed generation (DG) and distributed storage units. With- 285

out the loss of generality, we consider PV energy generation 286

in each microgrid. We consider a two-tier cloud consisting of 287

edge and core clouds. The edge cloud gathers the consumption 288

(and also generation) information from all customers in each 289

region and finds the optimal power consumption schedule for 290

the customers so that the total energy consumption cost is min- 291

imized. Using existing data networks, the optimal consumption 292

schedule is transferred to the HEMS. After all the edge clouds 293

have calculated the optimal power consumption schedule of all 294

customers in all regions, the total scheduled load information 295

is transferred to the core cloud. The core cloud computes the 296

total scheduled load gathered from the all edge clouds. Based 297

on the total hourly load in the system, the core cloud schedules 298

the optimal power consumption in each microgrid so that the 299

peak-to-average ration (PAR) is decreased. 300

B. Power Consumers 301

We define three different types of power consumers. 302

1) Type 0: These are traditional power consumers. Type 0 303

consumers neither have local generation and storage nor 304

the HEMS. It is not possible to schedule the power con- 305

sumption for these consumers. These consumers do not 306

require a data connection to the cloud. We consider these 307

consumers as a variable hourly load in the power system 308

that is not shiftable. 309
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2) Type 1: These consumers have the HEMS, and two types310

of appliances, shiftable and nonshiftable. These con-311

sumers have a data connection to the cloud by using312

the HEMS. In order to minimize the power consumption313

cost and also reduce the PAR, the power consumption of314

shiftable appliances is scheduled.315

3) Type 2: These are sophisticated consumers that are316

equipped with local generation and storage as well as the317

HEMS. When the main power grid is disconnected, which318

usually happens due to outages and the other source of319

blackout, the customers can use the local energy gen-320

eration and storage systems. These consumers generate321

part of their required energy by using PV systems. We322

assume that the generated power is stored in the local323

storage (battery) and is consumed by local appliances.324

Let m0
r , m1

r , and m2
r denote the number of Type 0, Type 1, and325

Type 2 consumers, respectively, in region r, r ∈ {1, . . . , R}. As326

Type 0 consumers are not controllable, in the rest of this paper327

we consider just Type 1 and Type 2 consumers. For any cus-328

tomer n in region r, n ∈ {1, . . . , mr}, r ∈ {1, . . . , R}, let Ar,n329

denote the set of appliances of this customer. We define Xr,n,a330

as the energy consumption scheduling vector, where a ∈ Ar,n331

denotes the appliance number and H is the scheduling horizon332

that indicates the number of hours ahead which are taken into333

account for decision making in energy consumption scheduling.334

We define Xr,n vector as energy consumption scheduling vector335

for all appliances of customer n in region r. For Type 2 con-336

sumers, we define Pr,n = {p1
r,n , p2

r,n , . . . , ph
r,n , . . . , pH

r,n}, as337

the total power generation vector where ph
r,n denotes the amount338

of energy generated by the local PV system of customer n in339

region r at time h. In the next section, we will describe the340

proposed local generation model in detail.341

The state of the charge (SOC) is one of the most important342

parameters for batteries that is defined as the ratio of its cur-343

rent capacity to the nominal capacity. The nominal capacity344

represents the maximum amount of charge that can be stored345

in the battery. The Coulomb counting method has been applied346

in order to estimate the SOC [20]. Suppose SOCh
r,n and BF

r,n347

represent the SOC and the nominal battery capacity, respec-348

tively, of customer n in region r at time h . The current value of349

SOC (SOCh
r,n ) based on its previous value (SOCh−1

r,n ) and the350

charging/discharging current Ib(t) is estimated as351

SOCh
r,n = SOCh−1

r,n +
Ib (t)
BF

r,n

Δt. (1)

We define Br,n = {b1
r,n , b2

r,n , . . . , bh
r,n , . . . , bH

r,n}, as the bat-352

tery state vector where bh
r,n denotes the amount of energy stored353

in the battery of customer n in region r at time h. Due to the lim-354

ited capacity of local storages, the following condition should355

be satisfied:356

0 ≤ bh
r,n ≤ BF

r,n . (2)

The value of bh
r,n is obtained by the following equation:357

bh
r,n = SOCh

r,n .BF
r,n . (3)

Fig. 1. Proposed N levels IBR pricing model.

Suppose gh
r,n and yh

r,n denote the amount of energy genera- 358

tion and consumption of Type 2 customer n in region r at time h. 359

We assume that the customer consumes its available power in lo- 360

cal storage first and then demands power from the power grid, if 361

needed. We define Gr,n = {g1
r,n , g2

r,n , . . . , gh
r,n , . . . , gH

r,n} and 362

Yr,n = {y1
r,n , y2

r,n , . . . , yh
r,n , . . . , yH

r,n} as the power generation 363

and consumption vector from the PV system, respectively. As 364

the battery is charged by the solar energy (gh
r,n ) and is dis- 365

charged by the local consumption (y1
r,n ), by combining (3) in 366

(1) we have 367

bh
r,n = bh−1

r,n + gh
r,n − yh

r,n , h = 2, . . . , H. (4)

We define lhr,n = Xh
r,n − yh

r,n as the total hourly household 368

energy consumption at each upcoming hour h. 369

C. Consumer Price Model 370

The proposed price model is designed by combining the 371

real-time pricing (RTP) and inclining or increasing block rates 372

(IBR) and considering N different blocks shown in Fig. 1. Our 373

main objective of proposing this pricing model is to charge 374

a higher rate per kilowatt-hour (kWh) at higher levels of en- 375

ergy usage and a lower rate at lower usage levels. The total 376

cost of the customers who consume low energy (lower blocks) 377

is less than those who consume more energy (higher blocks). 378

The first block of B1 kWh would cost ch
1 per kWh, the sec- 379

ond block of B2 kWh would cost ch
2 per kWh, and so on. 380

Note that ch
i > ch

i−1 > 0, i ∈ {2, . . . , N}, which means that 381

the proposed pricing model charges a higher rate for each in- 382

cremental block of consumption. To support the RTP, the price 383

factors ch
i are time dependent and may be changed hourly. For 384

example suppose N = 7 and Bi = i kWh. Based on the pro- 385

posed pricing model the total power consumption cost for a 386

customer with 6.5 kWh power consumption is computed as 387

(
∑6

i=1 ch
i + 0.5 ch

7 ). Unlike the ToU and flat pricing, the in- 388

troduction of IBR leads to energy savings. Another advantage 389

of the proposed pricing is that it is straightforward and easy 390

to understand by households. In the proposed pricing model, 391

the cost of each block can be changed in real time. For each 392

customer n in region r at time h, the power consumption cost 393

ch
r,n ( lhr,n ) is calculated as follows (5) shown at the bottom of the 394

next page. Q1395
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It can be seen that the proposed cost function is increasing396

and strictly convex. It means that397

ch
r,n

(
l̂hr,n

)
< ch

r,n

(
l̃hr,n

)
, ∀ l̂hr,n < l̃hr,n . (6)

ch
r,n

(
εl̂hr,n + (1 − ε) l̂hr,n

)
< εch

r,n

(
l̂hr,n

)
+ (1 − ε) ch

r,n

(
l̂hr,n

)
.

(7)

As the proposed power system model is based on the hier-398

archical model that consists of different regions, we can define399

different price functions for different regions. This is because400

each region is responsible for the power consumption optimiza-401

tion of its customers. So, the proposed region-based optimiza-402

tion allows us to take the geolocation of customers into account,403

which helps us to prevent the possible congestion and peak404

loading within particular regions. For instance, when a power405

overload occurs at a particular region, the utilities may increase406

the power price at that particular time at the specific region.407

Thus, customers are encouraged to decrease their power con-408

sumption or shift it to the nonpeak hours.409

D. Distributed Power Generation Model410

We suppose that PV systems are used for DG by Type 2411

consumers and in microgrids. It has been proven that the total412

energy generation by PV systems depends on parameters such413

as temperature, total solar panel area, solar panel yield, and414

performance of the installation including all losses (inverter415

losses, temperature losses, dc and ac cables losses, shadings,416

losses due to weak radiation, and losses due to dust and snow).417

Previous studies [21]–[24] show that the power output of a418

PV module depend linearly on the operating temperature. The419

electrical performance is primarily influenced by the type of420

PV used. A typical PV module converts 6–20% of the incident421

solar radiation into electricity, depending upon the type of solar422

cells and climatic conditions. The rest of the incident solar ra-423

diation is converted into heat, which significantly increases the424

temperature of the PV module and reduces the PV efficiency425

of the module. To consider the effect of temperature in our PV426

generation model, based on works given in [21] and [24], we427

propose the following equation:428

Gpv = A.μ.ϑ.τs (1 + α (Tm − 25)) (8)

where Gpv is the total annually energy generation (kWh), A429

is the total solar panel area (m²), μ is the solar panel yield430

(default value %15), ϑ is the annual average irradiation on431

tilted panels, which is changed regionally (between 500 and432

2500 kWh/m².an), τs is the performance ratio and coefficient433

for losses (default value %75), Tm is the temperature (in centi-434

grade), and α is the temperature coefficient for power of the PV435

module, which is −0.20%/°C.436

Suppose G0
h,d represents the solar cell energy generation at 437

each hour h in day d when the sky is clear. When the sky is 438

cloudy, the energy generation is a portion of G0
h,d depending on 439

the cloud coverage. It is clear that the cloud coverage is related 440

to the time and the day of year. As it has been investigated 441

in [25], at each hour h in day d, the amount of solar energy 442

generation GF
h,d is calculated as follows: 443

GF
h,d = K.f (d) .g (h) .

(
1 − 0.75Fh,d

3) (9)

where Fh,d is the fraction of sky cloud cover on a scale from 0 444

(no clouds) to 1 (complete coverage) at time h of day d, K is a 445

normalization constant, and f(d) and g(h) are two functions 446

that indicate how much of the sun’s power can be captured 447

in each hour for a particular day of the year. f(d) is given as 448

follows [26]: 449

f (d) =
sin (90 − ϕ + φ (d))

sin (90 − ϕ + φ (d) + θ)
(10)

where ϕ and θ are latitude and the tilt angle of the module 450

measured from the horizontal, respectively. φ(d) is declination 451

angle calculated as [26] 452

φ (d) = 23.45◦. sin
(

360
365

(284 + d)
)

. (11)

The tilt angle has a major impact on the solar radiation in- 453

cident on a surface. For a fixed tilt angle, the maximum power 454

over the course of a year is obtained when the tilt angle is equal 455

to the latitude of the location ( ϕ = θ). We propose the flowing 456

Gaussian function for g(h): 457

g (h) = e
−(h −h 0 ) 2

2 σ 2 , h0 = (tsunset + tsunrise) /2 (12)

where h0 and σ2 are the center and the variance of the Gaussian 458

function, respectively. tsunset and tsunrise are the sunset and 459

sunrise time, respectively. By substituting (10)–(12) into (9), 460

GF
h,d is obtained as follows: 461

GF
h,d = K

sin (90 − ϕ + φ (d))
sin (90 − ϕ + φ (d) + θ)

e
−(h −h 0 ) 2

2 σ 2
(
1 − 0.75Fh,d

3).

(13)
As the total energy generation during all hours of all days in 462

a year should be equal to the annual energy generation , the 463

constant parameter K is obtained as follows: 464

K =
Gpv

∑365
d=1

∑24
h=1

sin(90−ϕ+φ(d))
sin(90−ϕ+φ(d)+θ) e

−(h −h 0 ) 2

2 σ 2
(
1 − 0.75Fh,d

3)
.

(14)
To investigate the accuracy of the PV generation model, we 465

compare the output of the PV generation model with that of the 466

3.15 kW PV system located in West Hobart, TAS, Australia [27], 467

and for date July 1, 2016. The real PV system generations were 468

ch
r,n

(
lhr,n

)
=

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

ch
1 .lhr,n if B0 = 0 ≤ lhr,n ≤ B1

∑j−1
i=1 ch

i .(Bi − Bi−1) + ch
j .(lhr,n − Bj−1) , j = 2, ..., N − 1 if Bj−1 < lhr,n ≤ Bj

∑N −1
i=1 ch

i .(Bi − Bi−1) + ch
N .(lhr,n − BN −1) if BN −1 < lhr,n

. (5)
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE PV GENERATION MODEL WITH REAL DATA

Hour 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Temperature 5.4 7.7 9.3 11.1 12 12.7 11.9 11.8 11.4 11.3
Real data 0.0 0.4 0.83 0.74 0.97 0.98 0.48 0.16 0.12 0.009
PV model 0.07 0.2 0.44 0.73 0.94 0.94 0.71 0.42 0.19 0.07

Fig. 2. Cloud coverage prediction efficiency (Toronto region, Jan. 1,
2015–Jan. 1, 2016).

measured and compared with the output of the proposed model.469

The sunrise time, sunset time, and altitude of West Hobart, TAS,470

were set to 8 A.M., 17 P.M., and 24 °S, respectively. The results471

given in Table I, confirm that the proposed PV model has almost472

0.13 mean absolute error.473

E. Cloud Cover Prediction474

Since the proposed model is based on a day-ahead optimiza-475

tion, we have to know the amount of energy generation of the476

Type 2 consumers and the microgrids in each hour of the next477

day. For this purpose, we use (13), to evaluate the amount of478

energy generation of PV systems for the next day. We also need479

to estimate the cloud coverage Fh,d . The normalized least mean480

square (NLMS) [28] predictor is the one providing the best481

tradeoff between complexity, accuracy, and responsiveness. We482

used the historical cloud coverage data given in [29] to tune the483

filter parameters. The NMLS predictor needs the configuration484

of two parameters: the order p and the step size μ. These param-485

eters should be set correctly so that the best performance with486

minimum error is obtained. In the case of the μ, it is relevant487

to note that one of the main advantage of using NLMS is that488

it is less sensitive to the step size with respect to other linear489

predictor. In Fig. 2, at each hour of a day for the period of Jan. 1,490

2015–Jan. 1, 2016 and for the Toronto city, the real cloud cover491

and its prediction is plotted versus each hour of the day in the492

year (totally 24 ∗ 365 = 8760 samples).493

F. Edge Cloud Cost Optimization494

As mentioned earlier, in each region there is an edge cloud495

that gathers all the customers’ consumption information to op-496

timize the power consumption schedule. The optimal schedule497

is obtained by the use of two-level optimization approach with498

the predefined cost function as follows.499

Level 1 optimization (for both Type 1 and Type 2 consumers): 500

In this stage the consumption pattern of all customer’s shiftable 501

appliances in each region is scheduled by using the following 502

optimization problem: 503

minimize
H∑

h=1

ch
r,n

⎛

⎝
mr∑

n=1

∑

a∈Ar , n

xh
r,n,a

⎞

⎠

Subject to

αa ≤ xh
r,n,a ≤ βa

H∑

h=1

xh
r,n,a = Er,n,a

γmin
r,n ≤

∑

a∈Ar , n

xh
r,n,a ≤ γmax

r,n

Output : x∗
r,n,a (15)

where Er,n,a denotes the total energy needed for the operation 504

of appliance a of customer n in region r. αa and βa are the 505

beginning and end of a time interval, respectively, in which the 506

energy consumption for appliance a is valid, γmin
a and γmax

a 507

are the minimum and maximum power levels denoted of home 508

appliances. After optimization and thus rescheduling of shiftable 509

appliances, for each shiftable appliance a of customer n in 510

region r, the optimized energy consumption scheduling vector 511

X∗
r,n,a is obtained. By considering the nonshiftable and shiftable 512

appliances the optimal ECS vector X∗
r,n for all appliances of 513

customer n in region r is obtained. 514

Level 2 optimization (only for Type 2 consumers): Type 2 515

consumers generate part of their energy consumption by using 516

the local generation such as the PV system. This energy is 517

stored in the batteries and consumed at the proper time. The 518

question is that to minimize the energy cost, what is the best 519

time for consuming this stored energy? To answer this question, 520

the following optimization problem is defined: 521

minimize
H∑

h=1

mr∑

n=1

ch
r,n

(
x∗h

r,n − yh
r,n

)
.

Subject to:
∑

a∈Ar , n

x∗h

r,n,a ≤ x∗h

r,n ,

H∑

h=1

x∗h

r,n =
∑

a∈Ar , n

Er,n,a

0 ≤ bh
r,n ≤ gh

r,n

H∑

h=1

gh
r,n =

H∑

h=1

yh
r,n

y1
r,n ≤ b1

r,n → b1
r,n = g1

r,n

yi
r,n ≤ bi

r,n → bi
r,n = bi−1

r,n + gi
r,n − yi−1

r,n , i = 2, . . . , H

Output: y∗
r,n (16)
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Algorithm 1: Executed by each smart meter of Type 1 and
Type 2 consumers.
1: Randomly initialize xr,n,a for Type 1 consumers and

Gr,n , Br,n and Yr,n vectors for Type 2 consumers
2: Repeat
3: At random time instances Do
4: Send vectors xr,n,a for Type 1 and Type 2

consumers and Gr,n , Br,n and Yr,n vectors for
Type 2 consumers to the regional edge cloud server

5: if changes happen to the vectors as a result of
re/scheduling Then

6: Receive optimized vectors x∗
r,n,a for Type 1 and

Type 2 consumers and Y ∗
r,n just for Type 2

consumers from the regional edge cloud server
7: Build vector X∗

r,n and Update the state of the
consumer by building l∗r,n vector

8: End
9: End

10: Until the meter is in service

where x∗h

r,n is the optimal energy consumption obtained by the522

first optimization and is known. After the above-mentioned op-523

timization problem is solved, the optimal power consumption524

vector Y ∗
r,n for local storages is obtained. The consumption load525

from the grid is obtained as l∗r,n = X∗
r,n − Y ∗

r,n . The optimiza-526

tion process in the edge cloud involves two important entities:527

smart meter and edge cloud server. The smart meter is involved528

for the purpose of power consumption information communi-529

cation while the edge cloud server is involved for running the530

optimization problem. The smart meter communication with the531

edge cloud server is explained in Algorithm 1. This algorithm532

is performed by smart meters for just smart consumers (Type 1533

and Type 2 consumers).534

The algorithm for both level 1 and level 2 optimization in the535

edge cloud server is explained in detail in Algorithm 2. This536

algorithm is performed by each regional edge cloud for its own537

Type 1 and Type 2 consumers.538

G. Core Cloud Cost Optimization539

After optimization process is completed by each edge cloud,540

it sends its total hourly demand load vector to the core541

cloud. Each microgrid j, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} also sends vectors542

Gj ,Bj , and Zj to the core cloud, which represent the pre-543

diction of hourly power generation by microgrid, the remain-544

ing energy in the batteries, and the hourly power consumption545

level of each microgrid j, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}, respectively. Let546

Lh = (Lth − zth
), denote the total hourly load in the power547

system where Lth
is the total hourly demand load from all548

regions and zth
is the total hourly power consumption of all549

microgrids in the system are calculated as follows:550

Lth

=
R∑

r=1

mr∑

n=1

l∗
h

r,n (17)

551

zth

=
M∑

j=1

zh
j . (18)

Algorithm 2: Executed by each edge cloud.
1: Repeat
2: For any Type 1 and Type 2 consumer in the region Do
3: Receive vectors xr,n,a from any Type 1 and Type 2

consumers and Gr,n , Br,n and Yr,n vectors from any
Type 2 consumers in the region

4: Solve linear problem (15) using IPM
(interior-point method)

5: if changes happen to vector xr,n,a Then
6: Send each vector x∗

r,n,a to its
corresponding consumers

7: End
8: Solve linear problem (16) using IPM (interior-point

method)
9: if changes happen to vector Yr,n Then

10: Send each vector Y ∗
r,n to its corresponding

consumers
11: End
12: Build l∗r,n vector and Store it in the local memory
13: End
14: Build the vector lt

h

r =
∑mr

n=1 l∗
h

r,n and Send it to the core
cloud

15: Until there is at least on consumer is in service

We consider the same linear multilevel cost function from (5) 552

but with different cost coefficients. The following optimization 553

problem is defined at the core cloud: 554

minimize
H∑

h=1

Ch (Lh) =
H∑

h=1

Ch

(
Lth − yth

)
. (19)

Note that in the above optimization problem the value for 555

Lth
is fixed and is already calculated by edge clouds in the grid. 556

Therefore, after running the optimization process at the core 557

cloud, the optimized hourly consumption zt∗
h

from microgrid 558

storages is obtained. The optimized total hourly load L∗
h = 559

Lth − zt∗
h

, which indicates the power consumption level from 560

power grid, is obtained. The optimization algorithm is explained 561

in detail in Algorithm 3. This algorithm is performed by the core 562

cloud for all the entire grid after collecting the supporting data 563

from all regional edge clouds and microgrids. 564

The operation of whole system is described by the flowchart 565

given in Fig. 3. 566

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 567

To compare the performance of the proposed model with that 568

of the existing work, we consider a central version of work 569

given in [3] without any Type 2 consumers and microgrids. We 570

name it reference model. In the simulation model, we consider 571

a power system that includes 5 regions with 2000 customers in 572

each region. At each region, the percentage of Type 0, Type 1, 573

and Type 2 consumers is 50, 30, and 20, respectively. For each 574

customer we also consider 5–10 appliances with shiftable and 575

nonshiftable operations. The initial parameters of all appliances 576

are set by using data given in [30]. We also consider that each 577
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Algorithm 3: Executed by the core cloud.
1: Repeat
2: For any microgrid j ∈ M Do
3: Receive vectors Gj , Bj and Zj

4: End
5: Build vector Zt from the state vectors that have been

sent by each microgrid
6: Receive vector lt

h

r from each edge cloud server
7: Solve linear problem (19) using IPM (interior-point

method)
8: If changes happen to the optimization vectors in

problem (19) Then
9: Build vectors Zt∗ and L∗ and Update the state of

the grid
10: End
11: Until there is at least one edge cloud server or one

microgrid in service

Fig. 3. Flowchart of whole process.

Type 2 customer is equipped with the average of 30 m2 of578

photovoltaic cells. Similarly, we consider five microgrids with579

10 000 m2 of solar cells for each. We suppose that the weather580

temperature for all solar cells is equal to 25 ◦C. We consider581

three different power usage intervals (12 A.M.–8 A.M., 8 A.M.–582

5 P.M., and 5 P.M.–12 A.M.) that correspond to off-peak, mid-583

peak, and high-peak hours of the day, respectively. The price of584

each kW power consumption at off-peak, mid-peak, and high-585

peak hours are supposed to be equal to 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5 cent,586

respectively. Then for each hour of the day we consider a seven-587

level pricing system that corresponds to the seven levels of load588

Fig. 4. Effects of the number of smart consumers on the PAR at
different combinations of Type 0, Type 1, and Type 2.

Fig. 5. Hourly power generation and consumption level from local
storage facilities, a comparison between unoptimized and optimized
approaches.

as defined before by the cost function. We consider the latitude of 589

Toronto, Canada, and set ϕ = 43◦ N. For the maximum energy 590

observation, we set the tilt angle of the module to the latitude as 591

θ = ϕ = 43◦. We consider 31 days simulation interval between 592

Jul. 1 and Jul. 31, 2015 (d ∈ [182, 212]). The cloud coverage 593

data given in [29] are used for training the proposed predictor. 594

We also assume a daily time granularity (H = 24). This means 595

that the overall cloud solves the optimization problem for the 596

next 24 h. 597

In the first scenario, we investigate the effects of the number 598

of smart consumers (Types 1 and 2) on the performance of the 599

power system. The results given in Fig. 4 confirm that by in- 600

creasing the number of smart consumers, the PAR is decreased. 601

For example, when there are 50% Type 2 and 30% Type 1 602

consumers, we can achieve 0.52 decrease in PAR performance 603

comparing with the case that all consumers are Type 0. This 604

results from the higher number of sophisticated participants as 605

well as the higher number of DG resources available. 606

In Fig. 5, for a Type 2 customer and at day 182, the hourly local 607

power generation and usage from the battery (both unoptimized 608

and optimized scenarios) are depicted. It can be seen that almost 609

70% of the power consumption of the total generation of the 610

local PV system is shifted to the peak hours where the price of 611

the power is high. Therefore, the total cost and the amount of 612
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Fig. 6. Effects of smartness level on the hourly power consumption
and cost.

power consumption from the power grid will be reduced and the613

grid will experience lower PAR.614

In Fig. 6, for three candidates Type 0, Type 1, and Type 2 in615

a given region and at day 182, the hourly power consumption616

and the power cost are depicted. It can be seen that Type 2617

consumers save 53.8% and 32.9% in power consumption cost618

in comparison to Type 0 and Type 1 consumers, respectively.619

In Fig. 7, for a candidate region with 2000 customers, the620

hourly regional power demand level and costs are depicted. The621

figure illustrates a significant improvement from the no opti-622

mization case and the reference model [3]. It can be seen that623

in the case of both level 1 and level 2 optimizations (Proposed624

Model), the total daily cost can be reduced to 26.4% in com-625

parison with the no-optimization case and 6.25% in comparison626

with the reference model [3], with regard to the percentage of627

Type 1 and Type 2 customers in the region.628

In Fig. 8, for a power system with five microgrids, and for day629

182, the amount of power generation in microgrids and power630

consumption schedule for the microgrid storage are depicted631

hourly. As the power usage from microgrids is stored in the bat-632

tery and consumed at peak hours where the price is high, the re-633

sults confirm that the optimized power consumption scheduling634

of the microgrid resources save almost $1.04 per customer daily,635

in comparison with the unoptimized consumption. This helps636

to supply part of the customers’ demands for electricity without637

Fig. 7. Hourly power demand level and cost comparison for a candidate
region.

Fig. 8. Effects of the optimization on the hourly power consumption
level in microgrids.

using grid resources at peak hours. Note that the black bar in 638

Fig. 8 shows how much energy is generated by the microgrids at 639

a particular day whereas the dash bar shows when and how much 640

of this stored energy is consumed by the customers. This con- 641

firms that we store energy in the microgrid’s battery during the 642

daytime when the solar energy is high and then consume it at the 643

peak hours when the demand and the energy prices both are high. 644

In Fig. 9, for two different cases of the proposed model (op- 645

timized and unoptimized), the performance of the total grid is 646

evaluated. Optimized refers to the case that microgrid resources 647
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Fig. 9. Hourly grid demand level and costs comparison between no
optimization, reference model [3], and the proposed model.

TABLE II
REGIONAL PAR COMPARISON, SHOWING THE IMPACTS OF ADDING MORE

TYPE 2 CUSTOMERS

All Reference Proposed Proposed
Type 0 model [3] model model

(50% Type 1) (30% Type 1, (30% Type 1,
20% Type2) 50% Type2)

Region number 1 1.82 1.35 1.34 1.2853
2 1.83 1.36 1.35 1.2860
3 1.86 1.36 1.35 1.2944
4 1.85 1.35 1.34 1.2880
5 1.83 1.33 1.32 1.2846

are used in the optimal way (after core cloud Algorithm 3648

optimization) whereas unoptimized refers to using microgrid649

resources without any optimal scheduling. The results confirm650

that using microgrid with optimized scheduling (proposed651

model, optimized) can significantly improve the grid demand652

level and cost efficiency. For example, we can save 17.9% and653

10.7% in total cost in comparison with no optimization and the654

reference model [3], respectively. We note that there are five655

microgrids in the whole grid that are assisted with 10 000 m2656

of photovoltaic cells, which are capable of generating almost657

45 kW of electricity power during a day. By increasing the658

number of microgrids or the area microgrid solar cells, we can659

save more in cost and demand.660

In Table II, we show that by adding more sophisticated cus-661

tomers (Type 2), the total regional PAR is decreased to a reason-662

Fig. 10. Investigating the effects of using more sophisticated customers
and using microgrids’ power generation and storage facilities on the grid
PAR.

able degree in comparison with the case of no smart customers 663

(all Type 0). When the percentage of Type 2 consumers is low 664

(20%), the difference between the proposed model and the ref- 665

erence model [3] is negligible. However, it can be seen that as 666

Type 2 consumers place lesser demand on the overall grid, so 667

by increasing the percentage of Type 2 consumers to 50%, the 668

difference between the proposed model and the reference model 669

[3] is increased slightly. 670

In Fig. 10, for four different approaches (no optimization, 671

reference model [3], and optimized and unoptimized of the 672

proposed model), the total PAR in the grid is plotted at different 673

simulation days (from Jul. 1 to 31). As shown in Fig. 9, 674

optimized refers to the case where microgrid resources are used 675

in optimally (core cloud optimization), and unoptimized refers 676

to use of microgrid resources without any optimal scheduling. 677

It can be seen that using more sophisticated customers and 678

microgrids with optimized power scheduling can significantly 679

reduce the total PAR in the whole grid. 680

Finally, we investigate the scalability of the proposed model 681

in terms of the convergence time of the optimization process 682

time for different number of customers and regions. The execu- 683

tion time of the whole optimization process (including edge and 684

core clouds) is measured. The proposed optimization is based 685

on three different phases including collecting the information, 686

running the optimization, and transferring the optimal schedule 687

to the customers and microgrids. The optimization processing 688

time directly depends on the performance of the cloud server 689

and the number of customers and regions. When customers are 690

spread in different regions, the required time for gathering in- 691

formation and running the optimization process decreases. By 692

increasing the number of customers in the system, more com- 693

putation and storage are needed to store the customer’s data and 694

run the optimization process. The simulation results show that 695

increasing the number of customers in the optimization problem 696

also increases the execution time. To avoid high execution time, 697

we propose to partition the entire system into distinct regions 698

and solve the optimization problem at each region, separately. 699

Thus, high scalability and fast response time will be achieved. 700

At the end of the optimization process, the optimal schedule 701

is sent to the customers and microgrids. The results given in 702

Table III confirm that 1) when the number of regions is fixed, by 703
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TABLE III
PROCESSING TIME UNIT FOR RUNNING THE WHOLE OPTIMIZATION

PROCESS AT DIFFERENT COMBINATION OF CUSTOMERS AND REGIONS

Number of regions

1 5 10 15

Number of 500 NA 89.5062 90.7032 91.2865
customers in 1000 NA 179.0042 179.6313 186.3749
each region 2000 NA 359.1821 360.4404 373.9718

10 000 1764.2 NA NA NA
20 000 3517.8148 NA NA NA

increasing the number of customers in each region the conver-704

gence time is increased linearly and 2) when the total number705

of customers in the whole power system is fixed, by increasing706

the number of regions and spreading the customers in different707

regions, the convergence time is decreased significantly.708

V. CONCLUSION709

The DSM needs reliable and efficient communications, which710

can be met by utilizing the multitier cloud computing based on711

the software-defined infrastructure. In this architecture, edge712

cloud provides cloud computing resources at the edge of the713

network. The benefit of such an architecture is that it can pro-714

vide a high level of scalability and reliability. In this paper,715

we proposed a two-tier cloud-based model for the autonomous716

DSM in the future SG in which the customer’s power consump-717

tion and microgrid resources are scheduled by the use of the718

regional edge and core clouds, respectively, to reduce the cost719

and improve the power grid performance. It has been shown720

that spreading the customers in different regions reduces the721

convergence time and improves the scalability. As the proposed722

approach is able to provide online access to all customer power723

consumption information and microgrid resources, so it can en-724

able the dynamic DR optimization of the power consumption725

and energy cost of the customers. Simulation results confirmed726

that the proposed model reduces the cost for the customers and727

improves the power grid in terms of peak load and peak-to-728

average load ratio.729
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Abstract—Demand side management (DSM) is an5
important application of the future smart grid. DSM pro-6
grams allow consumers to participate in the operation of7
the electric grid by reducing or shifting their electricity us-8
age during peak periods. Therefore, in this paper, we pro-9
pose a two-tier cloud-based DSM to control the residential10
load of customers equipped with local power generation11
and storage facilities as auxiliary sources of energy. We12
consider a power system consisting of multiple regions13
and equipped with a number of microgrids. In each re-14
gion, an edge cloud is utilized to find the optimal power15
consumption schedule for customer appliances in that re-16
gion. We propose a two-level optimization algorithm with17
a linear multilevel cost function. At the edge cloud, the18
power consumption level of local storage and the amount19
of power being demanded from both local storage facili-20
ties and power grid are scheduled by using a bi-level opti-21
mization approach. The core cloud then gathers information22
of the total demand from consumers in different Regions23
and finds the optimal power consumption schedule for each24
microgrid in the power system. Simulation results show that25
the proposed model reduces consumption cost for the cus-26
tomers and improves the power grid in terms of peak load27
and peak-to-average load ratio.28

Index Terms—Cloud computing, demand side manage-29
ment (DSM), home energy management systems (HEMS),30
optimization, power consumption scheduling.31

I. INTRODUCTION32

THE smart grid (SG) uses two-way communications to33

gather the information from different parts of a power34

network. This information is used to monitor and control the35

generation, transmission, and distribution equipment. Informa-36

tion and communications technology (ICT) is the foundation37

of many applications in the SG. By utilizing ICT capabilities,38

the SG improves the efficiency, reliability, and sustainability39

of the power grid, and it delivers many benefits including effi-40

cient transmission of electricity, quick restoration of electricity41
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after power disturbances, reduced operations and management 42

costs for utilities, low power costs for consumers, reduced peak 43

demand, increased integration of large-scale renewable energy 44

systems, better integration of customer-owner power generation 45

systems, and improved security. 46

Demand response (DR), which is one of most important appli- 47

cations of the SG, can be used in the future smart cities to inform 48

consumers about their energy usage and costs. Smart consumers 49

can make decisions autonomously about how and when to use 50

electricity. By developing the Internet of Things (IoT) tech- 51

nology, it is possible to transfer customer’s power consumption 52

information to the cloud and develop a central demand side man- 53

agement (DSM) program to control and schedule the customer’s 54

appliances centrally. Without utilizing the SG applications, it is 55

not possible to develop the smart cities. As described in [1], the 56

IoT can be used to furnish intelligent management of energy 57

distribution and consumption in heterogeneous circumstances. 58

By leveraging the IoT-based appliances, the smart customers 59

can send their optimal schedule to the utility companies. In the 60

recent years, by the growth of IoT and digital technologies, 61

smart cities have been becoming smarter than before. 62

In this paper, we propose a cloud-based DSM program that 63

schedules the power consumption by customers in different re- 64

gions and in microgrids so that both customer and utility com- 65

pany costs are optimized. There is a noticeable confluence be- 66

tween our proposed approach and the smart cities and IoTs, and 67

that is the concept of service layer abstraction. More clearly, the 68

proposed model can be implemented as an energy management 69

component of the smart city that provides consumer electricity 70

consumption management as a service. This concept defines 71

many benefits including modularity in designing smart cities 72

components and reducing the time and effort to extend the smart 73

city services. Furthermore, it is designed to run on commodity 74

hardware on a cloud computing platform, where the aggregation 75

of hardware resources provides more power than any individ- 76

ual computing box. It can be considered as a data-driven model 77

that can be further adjusted for any other utility management 78

services. Cloud-based nature of the proposed model reduces the 79

cost of computation that makes it easier for our future smart 80

cities to deploy such services in future smart cities. 81

The cloud-based DSM utilizes the processing and storage 82

resources of two-tier cloud computing consisting of the “Smart 83

Edge” and the “Core cloud,” to develop an optimal DSM. 84

In our architecture, customers are classified into different 85

regions. Each region is controlled by a “Smart Edge” cloud to 86

provide cloud computing resources at the edge of the network 87

precisely to meet low latency requirements as well as to 88

1551-3203 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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reduce the volume of traffic that needs to traverse the network89

backbone. The core cloud performs a central optimization90

at the multiregion level. At the customer side, consumption91

information and local generation data are forwarded to an edge92

cloud for the region. The edge cloud runs an optimization93

process to find the optimal power consumption schedule for94

both user appliances and local storage. After the edge cloud95

obtains the optimal schedule for both appliances and local96

storage devices, the total optimal load schedule of each region is97

calculated and forwarded to the core cloud. The core cloud has98

the load information for each region, and it also knows the99

total stored energy in each microgrid. It can therefore perform100

a centralized optimization to schedule the resource usage in the101

microgrids so that the total multiregion cost is minimized. Our102

main motivations for proposing a cloud-based DSM program are103

as follows.104

1) The single point of failure and the distributed denial-105

of-service (DDoS) attacks from compromised nodes are106

some significant concerns in the DR programs that are107

based on master–slave architecture where the utility is108

the master and customers are slaves. Although there are109

solutions that are totally auto-reconfigurable and fault-110

tolerant [2], but DDoS attack is still a big concern in111

these approaches. By utilizing the cloud computing, the112

proposed DSM model can decrease the negative effects113

of DDoS attacks. The elastic nature of cloud comput-114

ing allows it to provide the required communication and115

computation resources, dynamically as needed especially116

when a DOS attack happens. As the proposed DSM is117

based on two-tier cloud computing, it can leverage the118

existing defense method to prevent possible DDoS at-119

tacks by rapidly provisioning resources when any attack120

happens. The cloud-based DSM model can utilize some121

popular methods against the DDoS attacks.122

2) Current energy management systems that are used by123

utilities to perform the DR programs suffer from lim-124

ited memory and storage, especially, when the number125

of customers is increased. By increasing the number of126

customers in the system, to store the customer’s data127

and run the optimization process more computation and128

storage resources are needed. In the cloud-based DSM129

solution, as the optimization program is run at the cloud130

server the memory and processing resources are always131

available. When we need more resources (due to increase132

in the number of customers or the size of optimization133

problem), the cloud server can easily use some techniques134

such as autoscaling to scale up the virtual machine and in-135

crease its resources. Increasing the number of customers136

in the optimization problem also increases the execution137

time. So, we partition the problem into two parts edge138

and core clouds which provides high scalability and fast139

response time. Together these “edge clouds” and “core140

clouds” create a multitier computing cloud. The motiva-141

tions for these edge clouds certainly apply to SGs, and so142

we explore the DSM in this multitier context. We utilize143

the high processing and storage capabilities of multitier144

cloud computing to run central optimization problems.145

3) In the decentralized DSM, the optimization problem is 146

solved by the Energy Consumption Scheduler (ECS), 147

which is usually placed in the Home Energy Management 148

System (HEMS), or smart meter, which has limited com- 149

putational and capacity powers. In the distributed DSM 150

approaches, many iterations should be performed to find 151

the optimum solution. For example, for the distributed 152

DSM program given in [3] and for a power network with 153

100 users, when the channel bit error rate is 0.01 al- 154

most 106 update messages are exchanged to converge to 155

the optimal solution. In contrast, in the proposed cloud- 156

based DSM, all necessary calculations are performed at 157

the cloud servers provided by the utility companies. It 158

means that the users do not need to spend money to buy 159

sophisticated HEMS. They just need to participate in the 160

cloud-based energy efficient programs provided by the 161

utility companies or third party to optimize their energy 162

consumption. 163

4) In DSM programs based on the game theory (such as [3], 164

[4]), customers are classified in some clusters with dif- 165

ferent members. A local communications network needs 166

to be established between all customers. The assump- 167

tion that the customers have knowledge about their own 168

and the other customers’ pay-offs is not practical. Fur- 169

thermore, techniques for solving games by using mixed 170

strategies, particularly for large pay-off matrix, are too 171

complicated. Unlike the decentralized DSM models, the 172

proposed work is based on the central optimization at the 173

cloud server. It means that the customers do not need to 174

communicate and corporate together to find the optimal 175

solution. Entire operation is performed centrally at the 176

cloud server. We just need to collect the power consump- 177

tion information from all the customers and then run the 178

optimization problem. As the central server has a global 179

view of the power system, achieving an optimized solu- 180

tion is more feasible than the decentralized approaches 181

that are based on the local information. 182

5) When the power consumption scheduling is performed in 183

the distributed fashion, security is a big challenge. In the 184

distributed DSM, customers broadcast their local optimal 185

solutions. It has been proven that data broadcasting is not 186

secure. The hackers may access the ECS data, change 187

the users’ consumption and scheduling information, and 188

broadcast fake data to other users in the same cluster. 189

Cloud computing offers a deployment architecture, with 190

the ability to address vulnerabilities recognized in the tra- 191

ditional information security. Cloud-based DSM can be 192

more secure than the decentralized DSM by using some 193

approaches such as multifactor authentication, security 194

patching, physical security, and security certifications. 195

6) Current grid technology suffers from peak loads that 196

arise from a drop in the supply or an increase in the 197

demand. It also limits the DR to static strategies, such 198

as time of use pricing and day-ahead notification based 199

on historical averages. In the proposed model, we 200

consider the photovoltaic (PV) based microgrid as an 201

auxiliary source of energy in our model and optimize it 202
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so that the customer’s cost could be minimized. Since203

microgrids are independent of the power grid, they can204

continue operating while the main grid is down. They205

can function as a grid resource for faster system response206

and recovery. Also, in the proposed model, the use of207

local sources of energy to serve local loads helps reduce208

energy losses in the transmission and distribution.209

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II,210

presents the literature review and background. In Section III,211

we explain the proposed model in detail. Section IV shows the212

simulation results that confirm the superior performance of the213

proposed model. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.214

II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND215

During past few years lot of research work has been devoted216

to DSM programs. There is now a rich literature on using opti-217

mization techniques and game theory to manage the demand at218

the customer side by minimizing the cost of power generation219

or maximizing the customers’ utility [3]–[9]. Phase change ma-220

terials (PCM) play a significant role in the future of buildings.221

PCM can be used for thermal energy storage system because222

simply it would be possible to include it into building com-223

ponents such as walls. In [10] by considering price-based and224

incentive-based DR programs, an optimized HEMS that em-225

ploys the PCM for decreasing the residential demand and cost226

has been designed. As investigated in [10], when PCM is com-227

bined with the HEMS, the battery usage is reduced as compared228

to the case without PCM. In case of using PCM, most of the229

battery energy is utilized at the peak hour where the energy230

price is high. Dusparic et al. [11] define a decentralized DR231

approach that can be used to minimize the amount of residential232

power consumption, by maximizing the utilization of the gen-233

erated power from wind energy resources. For a power system234

consisting of electric vehicles and wind renewable energy gen-235

erators, the distributed W-Learning algorithm has been utilized.236

Each customer device is controlled by an intelligent agent that237

learns how to meet multiple goals and objectives. However, this238

approach suffers from some problems. First, distributed DR is239

based on the local objective function so finding the global solu-240

tion especially when there are a lot of customers in the system is241

not possible. Second, cloud-based demand response (CDR) can242

utilize the autoscaling capabilities of cloud computing to adjust243

the necessary computation resources dynamically and provide244

more scalability and flexibility. The work in [12] for the cus-245

tomer homes with the time of use energy pricing, proposes two246

different DR and scheduling approaches including centralized247

and decentralized. In the decentralized mode, a microprocessor248

with a stand-alone algorithm is added to the smart plug (SP),249

to schedule the SPs optimally. However, adding microprocessor250

and related software to the SPs make them expensive for the251

customers. In the centralized approach, a central controller lo-252

cated at the HEMS, gathers the necessary information from the253

SPs to optimally schedule the SPs inside the home. However,254

this model does not consider the use of small power generation255

facilities and is not as broad as our model. Siano and Sarno [13]256

present a DR program considering the distribution locational257

marginal price (D-LMP) energy market. It is supposed that 258

customers can receive D-LMP price signal through the home 259

gateway. The customers can join the real-time DR program by 260

installing some specific equipment. The proposed optimization 261

tries to maximize the benefit of the consumers and minimize 262

the production cost of the producer. However, it just considers 263

the fixed and shiftable loads and does not support the optimal 264

scheduling of the local PV and microgrid in the model. 265

Recently, cloud computing has received attention for SG ap- 266

plications [14]–[16]. Most SG applications need reliable and ef- 267

ficient communications. This can be met by utilizing the cloud 268

computing based on the software-defined infrastructure [17]. As 269

investigated in [16] and [18], cloud computing brings some op- 270

portunities for SG applications. Flexible resources and services 271

shared in the network, parallel processing, and omnipresent ac- 272

cess are some features of cloud computing that are desirable for 273

SG applications. Kim et al. [19] present the architecture of CDR 274

which outperforms the previous work in terms of convergence 275

speed while keeping the same messaging overhead. 276

III. PROPOSED MODEL 277

In this section, we present our proposed power system model 278

and the cost function. 279

A. System Model 280

We assume that there are R different regions in the system. 281

In each region r, there are mr , r ∈ {1, . . . , R} customers that 282

are connected to the grid and consume energy. There are M 283

distinct microgrids in the system. Each microgrid consists of 284

distributed generation (DG) and distributed storage units. With- 285

out the loss of generality, we consider PV energy generation 286

in each microgrid. We consider a two-tier cloud consisting of 287

edge and core clouds. The edge cloud gathers the consumption 288

(and also generation) information from all customers in each 289

region and finds the optimal power consumption schedule for 290

the customers so that the total energy consumption cost is min- 291

imized. Using existing data networks, the optimal consumption 292

schedule is transferred to the HEMS. After all the edge clouds 293

have calculated the optimal power consumption schedule of all 294

customers in all regions, the total scheduled load information 295

is transferred to the core cloud. The core cloud computes the 296

total scheduled load gathered from the all edge clouds. Based 297

on the total hourly load in the system, the core cloud schedules 298

the optimal power consumption in each microgrid so that the 299

peak-to-average ration (PAR) is decreased. 300

B. Power Consumers 301

We define three different types of power consumers. 302

1) Type 0: These are traditional power consumers. Type 0 303

consumers neither have local generation and storage nor 304

the HEMS. It is not possible to schedule the power con- 305

sumption for these consumers. These consumers do not 306

require a data connection to the cloud. We consider these 307

consumers as a variable hourly load in the power system 308

that is not shiftable. 309
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2) Type 1: These consumers have the HEMS, and two types310

of appliances, shiftable and nonshiftable. These con-311

sumers have a data connection to the cloud by using312

the HEMS. In order to minimize the power consumption313

cost and also reduce the PAR, the power consumption of314

shiftable appliances is scheduled.315

3) Type 2: These are sophisticated consumers that are316

equipped with local generation and storage as well as the317

HEMS. When the main power grid is disconnected, which318

usually happens due to outages and the other source of319

blackout, the customers can use the local energy gen-320

eration and storage systems. These consumers generate321

part of their required energy by using PV systems. We322

assume that the generated power is stored in the local323

storage (battery) and is consumed by local appliances.324

Let m0
r , m1

r , and m2
r denote the number of Type 0, Type 1, and325

Type 2 consumers, respectively, in region r, r ∈ {1, . . . , R}. As326

Type 0 consumers are not controllable, in the rest of this paper327

we consider just Type 1 and Type 2 consumers. For any cus-328

tomer n in region r, n ∈ {1, . . . , mr}, r ∈ {1, . . . , R}, let Ar,n329

denote the set of appliances of this customer. We define Xr,n,a330

as the energy consumption scheduling vector, where a ∈ Ar,n331

denotes the appliance number and H is the scheduling horizon332

that indicates the number of hours ahead which are taken into333

account for decision making in energy consumption scheduling.334

We define Xr,n vector as energy consumption scheduling vector335

for all appliances of customer n in region r. For Type 2 con-336

sumers, we define Pr,n = {p1
r,n , p2

r,n , . . . , ph
r,n , . . . , pH

r,n}, as337

the total power generation vector where ph
r,n denotes the amount338

of energy generated by the local PV system of customer n in339

region r at time h. In the next section, we will describe the340

proposed local generation model in detail.341

The state of the charge (SOC) is one of the most important342

parameters for batteries that is defined as the ratio of its cur-343

rent capacity to the nominal capacity. The nominal capacity344

represents the maximum amount of charge that can be stored345

in the battery. The Coulomb counting method has been applied346

in order to estimate the SOC [20]. Suppose SOCh
r,n and BF

r,n347

represent the SOC and the nominal battery capacity, respec-348

tively, of customer n in region r at time h . The current value of349

SOC (SOCh
r,n ) based on its previous value (SOCh−1

r,n ) and the350

charging/discharging current Ib(t) is estimated as351

SOCh
r,n = SOCh−1

r,n +
Ib (t)
BF

r,n

Δt. (1)

We define Br,n = {b1
r,n , b2

r,n , . . . , bh
r,n , . . . , bH

r,n}, as the bat-352

tery state vector where bh
r,n denotes the amount of energy stored353

in the battery of customer n in region r at time h. Due to the lim-354

ited capacity of local storages, the following condition should355

be satisfied:356

0 ≤ bh
r,n ≤ BF

r,n . (2)

The value of bh
r,n is obtained by the following equation:357

bh
r,n = SOCh

r,n .BF
r,n . (3)

Fig. 1. Proposed N levels IBR pricing model.

Suppose gh
r,n and yh

r,n denote the amount of energy genera- 358

tion and consumption of Type 2 customer n in region r at time h. 359

We assume that the customer consumes its available power in lo- 360

cal storage first and then demands power from the power grid, if 361

needed. We define Gr,n = {g1
r,n , g2

r,n , . . . , gh
r,n , . . . , gH

r,n} and 362

Yr,n = {y1
r,n , y2

r,n , . . . , yh
r,n , . . . , yH

r,n} as the power generation 363

and consumption vector from the PV system, respectively. As 364

the battery is charged by the solar energy (gh
r,n ) and is dis- 365

charged by the local consumption (y1
r,n ), by combining (3) in 366

(1) we have 367

bh
r,n = bh−1

r,n + gh
r,n − yh

r,n , h = 2, . . . , H. (4)

We define lhr,n = Xh
r,n − yh

r,n as the total hourly household 368

energy consumption at each upcoming hour h. 369

C. Consumer Price Model 370

The proposed price model is designed by combining the 371

real-time pricing (RTP) and inclining or increasing block rates 372

(IBR) and considering N different blocks shown in Fig. 1. Our 373

main objective of proposing this pricing model is to charge 374

a higher rate per kilowatt-hour (kWh) at higher levels of en- 375

ergy usage and a lower rate at lower usage levels. The total 376

cost of the customers who consume low energy (lower blocks) 377

is less than those who consume more energy (higher blocks). 378

The first block of B1 kWh would cost ch
1 per kWh, the sec- 379

ond block of B2 kWh would cost ch
2 per kWh, and so on. 380

Note that ch
i > ch

i−1 > 0, i ∈ {2, . . . , N}, which means that 381

the proposed pricing model charges a higher rate for each in- 382

cremental block of consumption. To support the RTP, the price 383

factors ch
i are time dependent and may be changed hourly. For 384

example suppose N = 7 and Bi = i kWh. Based on the pro- 385

posed pricing model the total power consumption cost for a 386

customer with 6.5 kWh power consumption is computed as 387

(
∑6

i=1 ch
i + 0.5 ch

7 ). Unlike the ToU and flat pricing, the in- 388

troduction of IBR leads to energy savings. Another advantage 389

of the proposed pricing is that it is straightforward and easy 390

to understand by households. In the proposed pricing model, 391

the cost of each block can be changed in real time. For each 392

customer n in region r at time h, the power consumption cost 393

ch
r,n ( lhr,n ) is calculated as follows (5) shown at the bottom of the 394

next page. Q1395
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It can be seen that the proposed cost function is increasing396

and strictly convex. It means that397

ch
r,n

(
l̂hr,n

)
< ch

r,n

(
l̃hr,n

)
, ∀ l̂hr,n < l̃hr,n . (6)

ch
r,n

(
εl̂hr,n + (1 − ε) l̂hr,n

)
< εch

r,n

(
l̂hr,n

)
+ (1 − ε) ch

r,n

(
l̂hr,n

)
.

(7)

As the proposed power system model is based on the hier-398

archical model that consists of different regions, we can define399

different price functions for different regions. This is because400

each region is responsible for the power consumption optimiza-401

tion of its customers. So, the proposed region-based optimiza-402

tion allows us to take the geolocation of customers into account,403

which helps us to prevent the possible congestion and peak404

loading within particular regions. For instance, when a power405

overload occurs at a particular region, the utilities may increase406

the power price at that particular time at the specific region.407

Thus, customers are encouraged to decrease their power con-408

sumption or shift it to the nonpeak hours.409

D. Distributed Power Generation Model410

We suppose that PV systems are used for DG by Type 2411

consumers and in microgrids. It has been proven that the total412

energy generation by PV systems depends on parameters such413

as temperature, total solar panel area, solar panel yield, and414

performance of the installation including all losses (inverter415

losses, temperature losses, dc and ac cables losses, shadings,416

losses due to weak radiation, and losses due to dust and snow).417

Previous studies [21]–[24] show that the power output of a418

PV module depend linearly on the operating temperature. The419

electrical performance is primarily influenced by the type of420

PV used. A typical PV module converts 6–20% of the incident421

solar radiation into electricity, depending upon the type of solar422

cells and climatic conditions. The rest of the incident solar ra-423

diation is converted into heat, which significantly increases the424

temperature of the PV module and reduces the PV efficiency425

of the module. To consider the effect of temperature in our PV426

generation model, based on works given in [21] and [24], we427

propose the following equation:428

Gpv = A.μ.ϑ.τs (1 + α (Tm − 25)) (8)

where Gpv is the total annually energy generation (kWh), A429

is the total solar panel area (m²), μ is the solar panel yield430

(default value %15), ϑ is the annual average irradiation on431

tilted panels, which is changed regionally (between 500 and432

2500 kWh/m².an), τs is the performance ratio and coefficient433

for losses (default value %75), Tm is the temperature (in centi-434

grade), and α is the temperature coefficient for power of the PV435

module, which is −0.20%/°C.436

Suppose G0
h,d represents the solar cell energy generation at 437

each hour h in day d when the sky is clear. When the sky is 438

cloudy, the energy generation is a portion of G0
h,d depending on 439

the cloud coverage. It is clear that the cloud coverage is related 440

to the time and the day of year. As it has been investigated 441

in [25], at each hour h in day d, the amount of solar energy 442

generation GF
h,d is calculated as follows: 443

GF
h,d = K.f (d) .g (h) .

(
1 − 0.75Fh,d

3) (9)

where Fh,d is the fraction of sky cloud cover on a scale from 0 444

(no clouds) to 1 (complete coverage) at time h of day d, K is a 445

normalization constant, and f(d) and g(h) are two functions 446

that indicate how much of the sun’s power can be captured 447

in each hour for a particular day of the year. f(d) is given as 448

follows [26]: 449

f (d) =
sin (90 − ϕ + φ (d))

sin (90 − ϕ + φ (d) + θ)
(10)

where ϕ and θ are latitude and the tilt angle of the module 450

measured from the horizontal, respectively. φ(d) is declination 451

angle calculated as [26] 452

φ (d) = 23.45◦. sin
(

360
365

(284 + d)
)

. (11)

The tilt angle has a major impact on the solar radiation in- 453

cident on a surface. For a fixed tilt angle, the maximum power 454

over the course of a year is obtained when the tilt angle is equal 455

to the latitude of the location ( ϕ = θ). We propose the flowing 456

Gaussian function for g(h): 457

g (h) = e
−(h −h 0 ) 2

2 σ 2 , h0 = (tsunset + tsunrise) /2 (12)

where h0 and σ2 are the center and the variance of the Gaussian 458

function, respectively. tsunset and tsunrise are the sunset and 459

sunrise time, respectively. By substituting (10)–(12) into (9), 460

GF
h,d is obtained as follows: 461

GF
h,d = K

sin (90 − ϕ + φ (d))
sin (90 − ϕ + φ (d) + θ)

e
−(h −h 0 ) 2

2 σ 2
(
1 − 0.75Fh,d

3).

(13)
As the total energy generation during all hours of all days in 462

a year should be equal to the annual energy generation , the 463

constant parameter K is obtained as follows: 464

K =
Gpv

∑365
d=1

∑24
h=1

sin(90−ϕ+φ(d))
sin(90−ϕ+φ(d)+θ) e

−(h −h 0 ) 2

2 σ 2
(
1 − 0.75Fh,d

3)
.

(14)
To investigate the accuracy of the PV generation model, we 465

compare the output of the PV generation model with that of the 466

3.15 kW PV system located in West Hobart, TAS, Australia [27], 467

and for date July 1, 2016. The real PV system generations were 468

ch
r,n

(
lhr,n

)
=

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

ch
1 .lhr,n if B0 = 0 ≤ lhr,n ≤ B1

∑j−1
i=1 ch

i .(Bi − Bi−1) + ch
j .(lhr,n − Bj−1) , j = 2, ..., N − 1 if Bj−1 < lhr,n ≤ Bj

∑N −1
i=1 ch

i .(Bi − Bi−1) + ch
N .(lhr,n − BN −1) if BN −1 < lhr,n

. (5)
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE PV GENERATION MODEL WITH REAL DATA

Hour 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Temperature 5.4 7.7 9.3 11.1 12 12.7 11.9 11.8 11.4 11.3
Real data 0.0 0.4 0.83 0.74 0.97 0.98 0.48 0.16 0.12 0.009
PV model 0.07 0.2 0.44 0.73 0.94 0.94 0.71 0.42 0.19 0.07

Fig. 2. Cloud coverage prediction efficiency (Toronto region, Jan. 1,
2015–Jan. 1, 2016).

measured and compared with the output of the proposed model.469

The sunrise time, sunset time, and altitude of West Hobart, TAS,470

were set to 8 A.M., 17 P.M., and 24 °S, respectively. The results471

given in Table I, confirm that the proposed PV model has almost472

0.13 mean absolute error.473

E. Cloud Cover Prediction474

Since the proposed model is based on a day-ahead optimiza-475

tion, we have to know the amount of energy generation of the476

Type 2 consumers and the microgrids in each hour of the next477

day. For this purpose, we use (13), to evaluate the amount of478

energy generation of PV systems for the next day. We also need479

to estimate the cloud coverage Fh,d . The normalized least mean480

square (NLMS) [28] predictor is the one providing the best481

tradeoff between complexity, accuracy, and responsiveness. We482

used the historical cloud coverage data given in [29] to tune the483

filter parameters. The NMLS predictor needs the configuration484

of two parameters: the order p and the step size μ. These param-485

eters should be set correctly so that the best performance with486

minimum error is obtained. In the case of the μ, it is relevant487

to note that one of the main advantage of using NLMS is that488

it is less sensitive to the step size with respect to other linear489

predictor. In Fig. 2, at each hour of a day for the period of Jan. 1,490

2015–Jan. 1, 2016 and for the Toronto city, the real cloud cover491

and its prediction is plotted versus each hour of the day in the492

year (totally 24 ∗ 365 = 8760 samples).493

F. Edge Cloud Cost Optimization494

As mentioned earlier, in each region there is an edge cloud495

that gathers all the customers’ consumption information to op-496

timize the power consumption schedule. The optimal schedule497

is obtained by the use of two-level optimization approach with498

the predefined cost function as follows.499

Level 1 optimization (for both Type 1 and Type 2 consumers): 500

In this stage the consumption pattern of all customer’s shiftable 501

appliances in each region is scheduled by using the following 502

optimization problem: 503

minimize
H∑

h=1

ch
r,n

⎛

⎝
mr∑

n=1

∑

a∈Ar , n

xh
r,n,a

⎞

⎠

Subject to

αa ≤ xh
r,n,a ≤ βa

H∑

h=1

xh
r,n,a = Er,n,a

γmin
r,n ≤

∑

a∈Ar , n

xh
r,n,a ≤ γmax

r,n

Output : x∗
r,n,a (15)

where Er,n,a denotes the total energy needed for the operation 504

of appliance a of customer n in region r. αa and βa are the 505

beginning and end of a time interval, respectively, in which the 506

energy consumption for appliance a is valid, γmin
a and γmax

a 507

are the minimum and maximum power levels denoted of home 508

appliances. After optimization and thus rescheduling of shiftable 509

appliances, for each shiftable appliance a of customer n in 510

region r, the optimized energy consumption scheduling vector 511

X∗
r,n,a is obtained. By considering the nonshiftable and shiftable 512

appliances the optimal ECS vector X∗
r,n for all appliances of 513

customer n in region r is obtained. 514

Level 2 optimization (only for Type 2 consumers): Type 2 515

consumers generate part of their energy consumption by using 516

the local generation such as the PV system. This energy is 517

stored in the batteries and consumed at the proper time. The 518

question is that to minimize the energy cost, what is the best 519

time for consuming this stored energy? To answer this question, 520

the following optimization problem is defined: 521

minimize
H∑

h=1

mr∑

n=1

ch
r,n

(
x∗h

r,n − yh
r,n

)
.

Subject to:
∑

a∈Ar , n

x∗h

r,n,a ≤ x∗h

r,n ,

H∑

h=1

x∗h

r,n =
∑

a∈Ar , n

Er,n,a

0 ≤ bh
r,n ≤ gh

r,n

H∑

h=1

gh
r,n =

H∑

h=1

yh
r,n

y1
r,n ≤ b1

r,n → b1
r,n = g1

r,n

yi
r,n ≤ bi

r,n → bi
r,n = bi−1

r,n + gi
r,n − yi−1

r,n , i = 2, . . . , H

Output: y∗
r,n (16)
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Algorithm 1: Executed by each smart meter of Type 1 and
Type 2 consumers.
1: Randomly initialize xr,n,a for Type 1 consumers and

Gr,n , Br,n and Yr,n vectors for Type 2 consumers
2: Repeat
3: At random time instances Do
4: Send vectors xr,n,a for Type 1 and Type 2

consumers and Gr,n , Br,n and Yr,n vectors for
Type 2 consumers to the regional edge cloud server

5: if changes happen to the vectors as a result of
re/scheduling Then

6: Receive optimized vectors x∗
r,n,a for Type 1 and

Type 2 consumers and Y ∗
r,n just for Type 2

consumers from the regional edge cloud server
7: Build vector X∗

r,n and Update the state of the
consumer by building l∗r,n vector

8: End
9: End

10: Until the meter is in service

where x∗h

r,n is the optimal energy consumption obtained by the522

first optimization and is known. After the above-mentioned op-523

timization problem is solved, the optimal power consumption524

vector Y ∗
r,n for local storages is obtained. The consumption load525

from the grid is obtained as l∗r,n = X∗
r,n − Y ∗

r,n . The optimiza-526

tion process in the edge cloud involves two important entities:527

smart meter and edge cloud server. The smart meter is involved528

for the purpose of power consumption information communi-529

cation while the edge cloud server is involved for running the530

optimization problem. The smart meter communication with the531

edge cloud server is explained in Algorithm 1. This algorithm532

is performed by smart meters for just smart consumers (Type 1533

and Type 2 consumers).534

The algorithm for both level 1 and level 2 optimization in the535

edge cloud server is explained in detail in Algorithm 2. This536

algorithm is performed by each regional edge cloud for its own537

Type 1 and Type 2 consumers.538

G. Core Cloud Cost Optimization539

After optimization process is completed by each edge cloud,540

it sends its total hourly demand load vector to the core541

cloud. Each microgrid j, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} also sends vectors542

Gj ,Bj , and Zj to the core cloud, which represent the pre-543

diction of hourly power generation by microgrid, the remain-544

ing energy in the batteries, and the hourly power consumption545

level of each microgrid j, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}, respectively. Let546

Lh = (Lth − zth
), denote the total hourly load in the power547

system where Lth
is the total hourly demand load from all548

regions and zth
is the total hourly power consumption of all549

microgrids in the system are calculated as follows:550

Lth

=
R∑

r=1

mr∑

n=1

l∗
h

r,n (17)

551

zth

=
M∑

j=1

zh
j . (18)

Algorithm 2: Executed by each edge cloud.
1: Repeat
2: For any Type 1 and Type 2 consumer in the region Do
3: Receive vectors xr,n,a from any Type 1 and Type 2

consumers and Gr,n , Br,n and Yr,n vectors from any
Type 2 consumers in the region

4: Solve linear problem (15) using IPM
(interior-point method)

5: if changes happen to vector xr,n,a Then
6: Send each vector x∗

r,n,a to its
corresponding consumers

7: End
8: Solve linear problem (16) using IPM (interior-point

method)
9: if changes happen to vector Yr,n Then

10: Send each vector Y ∗
r,n to its corresponding

consumers
11: End
12: Build l∗r,n vector and Store it in the local memory
13: End
14: Build the vector lt

h

r =
∑mr

n=1 l∗
h

r,n and Send it to the core
cloud

15: Until there is at least on consumer is in service

We consider the same linear multilevel cost function from (5) 552

but with different cost coefficients. The following optimization 553

problem is defined at the core cloud: 554

minimize
H∑

h=1

Ch (Lh) =
H∑

h=1

Ch

(
Lth − yth

)
. (19)

Note that in the above optimization problem the value for 555

Lth
is fixed and is already calculated by edge clouds in the grid. 556

Therefore, after running the optimization process at the core 557

cloud, the optimized hourly consumption zt∗
h

from microgrid 558

storages is obtained. The optimized total hourly load L∗
h = 559

Lth − zt∗
h

, which indicates the power consumption level from 560

power grid, is obtained. The optimization algorithm is explained 561

in detail in Algorithm 3. This algorithm is performed by the core 562

cloud for all the entire grid after collecting the supporting data 563

from all regional edge clouds and microgrids. 564

The operation of whole system is described by the flowchart 565

given in Fig. 3. 566

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 567

To compare the performance of the proposed model with that 568

of the existing work, we consider a central version of work 569

given in [3] without any Type 2 consumers and microgrids. We 570

name it reference model. In the simulation model, we consider 571

a power system that includes 5 regions with 2000 customers in 572

each region. At each region, the percentage of Type 0, Type 1, 573

and Type 2 consumers is 50, 30, and 20, respectively. For each 574

customer we also consider 5–10 appliances with shiftable and 575

nonshiftable operations. The initial parameters of all appliances 576

are set by using data given in [30]. We also consider that each 577
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Algorithm 3: Executed by the core cloud.
1: Repeat
2: For any microgrid j ∈ M Do
3: Receive vectors Gj , Bj and Zj

4: End
5: Build vector Zt from the state vectors that have been

sent by each microgrid
6: Receive vector lt

h

r from each edge cloud server
7: Solve linear problem (19) using IPM (interior-point

method)
8: If changes happen to the optimization vectors in

problem (19) Then
9: Build vectors Zt∗ and L∗ and Update the state of

the grid
10: End
11: Until there is at least one edge cloud server or one

microgrid in service

Fig. 3. Flowchart of whole process.

Type 2 customer is equipped with the average of 30 m2 of578

photovoltaic cells. Similarly, we consider five microgrids with579

10 000 m2 of solar cells for each. We suppose that the weather580

temperature for all solar cells is equal to 25 ◦C. We consider581

three different power usage intervals (12 A.M.–8 A.M., 8 A.M.–582

5 P.M., and 5 P.M.–12 A.M.) that correspond to off-peak, mid-583

peak, and high-peak hours of the day, respectively. The price of584

each kW power consumption at off-peak, mid-peak, and high-585

peak hours are supposed to be equal to 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5 cent,586

respectively. Then for each hour of the day we consider a seven-587

level pricing system that corresponds to the seven levels of load588

Fig. 4. Effects of the number of smart consumers on the PAR at
different combinations of Type 0, Type 1, and Type 2.

Fig. 5. Hourly power generation and consumption level from local
storage facilities, a comparison between unoptimized and optimized
approaches.

as defined before by the cost function. We consider the latitude of 589

Toronto, Canada, and set ϕ = 43◦ N. For the maximum energy 590

observation, we set the tilt angle of the module to the latitude as 591

θ = ϕ = 43◦. We consider 31 days simulation interval between 592

Jul. 1 and Jul. 31, 2015 (d ∈ [182, 212]). The cloud coverage 593

data given in [29] are used for training the proposed predictor. 594

We also assume a daily time granularity (H = 24). This means 595

that the overall cloud solves the optimization problem for the 596

next 24 h. 597

In the first scenario, we investigate the effects of the number 598

of smart consumers (Types 1 and 2) on the performance of the 599

power system. The results given in Fig. 4 confirm that by in- 600

creasing the number of smart consumers, the PAR is decreased. 601

For example, when there are 50% Type 2 and 30% Type 1 602

consumers, we can achieve 0.52 decrease in PAR performance 603

comparing with the case that all consumers are Type 0. This 604

results from the higher number of sophisticated participants as 605

well as the higher number of DG resources available. 606

In Fig. 5, for a Type 2 customer and at day 182, the hourly local 607

power generation and usage from the battery (both unoptimized 608

and optimized scenarios) are depicted. It can be seen that almost 609

70% of the power consumption of the total generation of the 610

local PV system is shifted to the peak hours where the price of 611

the power is high. Therefore, the total cost and the amount of 612
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Fig. 6. Effects of smartness level on the hourly power consumption
and cost.

power consumption from the power grid will be reduced and the613

grid will experience lower PAR.614

In Fig. 6, for three candidates Type 0, Type 1, and Type 2 in615

a given region and at day 182, the hourly power consumption616

and the power cost are depicted. It can be seen that Type 2617

consumers save 53.8% and 32.9% in power consumption cost618

in comparison to Type 0 and Type 1 consumers, respectively.619

In Fig. 7, for a candidate region with 2000 customers, the620

hourly regional power demand level and costs are depicted. The621

figure illustrates a significant improvement from the no opti-622

mization case and the reference model [3]. It can be seen that623

in the case of both level 1 and level 2 optimizations (Proposed624

Model), the total daily cost can be reduced to 26.4% in com-625

parison with the no-optimization case and 6.25% in comparison626

with the reference model [3], with regard to the percentage of627

Type 1 and Type 2 customers in the region.628

In Fig. 8, for a power system with five microgrids, and for day629

182, the amount of power generation in microgrids and power630

consumption schedule for the microgrid storage are depicted631

hourly. As the power usage from microgrids is stored in the bat-632

tery and consumed at peak hours where the price is high, the re-633

sults confirm that the optimized power consumption scheduling634

of the microgrid resources save almost $1.04 per customer daily,635

in comparison with the unoptimized consumption. This helps636

to supply part of the customers’ demands for electricity without637

Fig. 7. Hourly power demand level and cost comparison for a candidate
region.

Fig. 8. Effects of the optimization on the hourly power consumption
level in microgrids.

using grid resources at peak hours. Note that the black bar in 638

Fig. 8 shows how much energy is generated by the microgrids at 639

a particular day whereas the dash bar shows when and how much 640

of this stored energy is consumed by the customers. This con- 641

firms that we store energy in the microgrid’s battery during the 642

daytime when the solar energy is high and then consume it at the 643

peak hours when the demand and the energy prices both are high. 644

In Fig. 9, for two different cases of the proposed model (op- 645

timized and unoptimized), the performance of the total grid is 646

evaluated. Optimized refers to the case that microgrid resources 647
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Fig. 9. Hourly grid demand level and costs comparison between no
optimization, reference model [3], and the proposed model.

TABLE II
REGIONAL PAR COMPARISON, SHOWING THE IMPACTS OF ADDING MORE

TYPE 2 CUSTOMERS

All Reference Proposed Proposed
Type 0 model [3] model model

(50% Type 1) (30% Type 1, (30% Type 1,
20% Type2) 50% Type2)

Region number 1 1.82 1.35 1.34 1.2853
2 1.83 1.36 1.35 1.2860
3 1.86 1.36 1.35 1.2944
4 1.85 1.35 1.34 1.2880
5 1.83 1.33 1.32 1.2846

are used in the optimal way (after core cloud Algorithm 3648

optimization) whereas unoptimized refers to using microgrid649

resources without any optimal scheduling. The results confirm650

that using microgrid with optimized scheduling (proposed651

model, optimized) can significantly improve the grid demand652

level and cost efficiency. For example, we can save 17.9% and653

10.7% in total cost in comparison with no optimization and the654

reference model [3], respectively. We note that there are five655

microgrids in the whole grid that are assisted with 10 000 m2656

of photovoltaic cells, which are capable of generating almost657

45 kW of electricity power during a day. By increasing the658

number of microgrids or the area microgrid solar cells, we can659

save more in cost and demand.660

In Table II, we show that by adding more sophisticated cus-661

tomers (Type 2), the total regional PAR is decreased to a reason-662

Fig. 10. Investigating the effects of using more sophisticated customers
and using microgrids’ power generation and storage facilities on the grid
PAR.

able degree in comparison with the case of no smart customers 663

(all Type 0). When the percentage of Type 2 consumers is low 664

(20%), the difference between the proposed model and the ref- 665

erence model [3] is negligible. However, it can be seen that as 666

Type 2 consumers place lesser demand on the overall grid, so 667

by increasing the percentage of Type 2 consumers to 50%, the 668

difference between the proposed model and the reference model 669

[3] is increased slightly. 670

In Fig. 10, for four different approaches (no optimization, 671

reference model [3], and optimized and unoptimized of the 672

proposed model), the total PAR in the grid is plotted at different 673

simulation days (from Jul. 1 to 31). As shown in Fig. 9, 674

optimized refers to the case where microgrid resources are used 675

in optimally (core cloud optimization), and unoptimized refers 676

to use of microgrid resources without any optimal scheduling. 677

It can be seen that using more sophisticated customers and 678

microgrids with optimized power scheduling can significantly 679

reduce the total PAR in the whole grid. 680

Finally, we investigate the scalability of the proposed model 681

in terms of the convergence time of the optimization process 682

time for different number of customers and regions. The execu- 683

tion time of the whole optimization process (including edge and 684

core clouds) is measured. The proposed optimization is based 685

on three different phases including collecting the information, 686

running the optimization, and transferring the optimal schedule 687

to the customers and microgrids. The optimization processing 688

time directly depends on the performance of the cloud server 689

and the number of customers and regions. When customers are 690

spread in different regions, the required time for gathering in- 691

formation and running the optimization process decreases. By 692

increasing the number of customers in the system, more com- 693

putation and storage are needed to store the customer’s data and 694

run the optimization process. The simulation results show that 695

increasing the number of customers in the optimization problem 696

also increases the execution time. To avoid high execution time, 697

we propose to partition the entire system into distinct regions 698

and solve the optimization problem at each region, separately. 699

Thus, high scalability and fast response time will be achieved. 700

At the end of the optimization process, the optimal schedule 701

is sent to the customers and microgrids. The results given in 702

Table III confirm that 1) when the number of regions is fixed, by 703
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TABLE III
PROCESSING TIME UNIT FOR RUNNING THE WHOLE OPTIMIZATION

PROCESS AT DIFFERENT COMBINATION OF CUSTOMERS AND REGIONS

Number of regions

1 5 10 15

Number of 500 NA 89.5062 90.7032 91.2865
customers in 1000 NA 179.0042 179.6313 186.3749
each region 2000 NA 359.1821 360.4404 373.9718

10 000 1764.2 NA NA NA
20 000 3517.8148 NA NA NA

increasing the number of customers in each region the conver-704

gence time is increased linearly and 2) when the total number705

of customers in the whole power system is fixed, by increasing706

the number of regions and spreading the customers in different707

regions, the convergence time is decreased significantly.708

V. CONCLUSION709

The DSM needs reliable and efficient communications, which710

can be met by utilizing the multitier cloud computing based on711

the software-defined infrastructure. In this architecture, edge712

cloud provides cloud computing resources at the edge of the713

network. The benefit of such an architecture is that it can pro-714

vide a high level of scalability and reliability. In this paper,715

we proposed a two-tier cloud-based model for the autonomous716

DSM in the future SG in which the customer’s power consump-717

tion and microgrid resources are scheduled by the use of the718

regional edge and core clouds, respectively, to reduce the cost719

and improve the power grid performance. It has been shown720

that spreading the customers in different regions reduces the721

convergence time and improves the scalability. As the proposed722

approach is able to provide online access to all customer power723

consumption information and microgrid resources, so it can en-724

able the dynamic DR optimization of the power consumption725

and energy cost of the customers. Simulation results confirmed726

that the proposed model reduces the cost for the customers and727

improves the power grid in terms of peak load and peak-to-728

average load ratio.729
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